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Abstract—We design and explore the usability and security of
two geographic authentication schemes: GeoPass and GeoPass-
Notes. GeoPass requires users to choose a place on a digital map
to authenticate with (a location password). GeoPassNotes—an
extension of GeoPass—requires users to annotate their location
password with a sequence of words that they can associate with
the location (an annotated location password). In GeoPassNotes,
users are authenticated by correctly entering both a location and
an annotation. We conducted user studies to test the usability
and assess the security of location passwords and annotated
location passwords. The results indicate that both variants are
highly memorable, and that annotated location passwords may
be more advantageous than location passwords alone due to their
increased security and the minimal usability impact introduced
by the annotation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PASSWORDS have well-known problems relating to their

memorability and vulnerability to being easily guessed

by an adversary [1]. The security problems with passwords

appear to be even worse than previously believed [2], [3].

To ensure security requirements are met, unusable password

policies are implemented that cause an increasing burden on

users [4]. When passwords are forgotten, many systems rely

on secondary authentication such as challenge (or “personal

knowledge”) questions for resetting his or her password.

Unfortunately, such methods also appear to offer questionable

security [5], [6]. These issues motivate new user authentication

strategies that have improved memorability and security.

People generally have better memory for images over words

[7]; this has motivated many graphical password schemes that

involve users remembering images (or parts of images) instead

of words [8]. We hypothesize that location passwords should

be highly memorable under an appropriate system design; after

all, map locations are visual, and represent places (which may

be more “concrete”, and easier to remember [9]). A challenge

that we tackle is designing location password interfaces that

are memorable and provide security against guessing attacks.

We design and explore the usability and security of two

geographic authentication schemes: GeoPass—first proposed
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and analyzed in the preliminary version [10] of this work—

and GeoPassNotes, which is proposed and analyzed for the

first time in this paper. We first develop a map-based user

authentication system we call GeoPass [10], in which a user

chooses a single place on a digital map as their password.

We perform a multi-session in-lab/at-home user study of

GeoPass involving 35 users over 8-9 days. Our results suggest

that GeoPass is highly memorable: none of the returning

participants forgot their location passwords after one day. Of

the 30 participants who returned to login one week later, only

one participant failed to enter their password. There were very

few failed login attempts throughout the entire study. Our

security results suggest that GeoPass provides enough security

to protect against online attacks under simple system-enforced

policies. GeoPass may also be useful as a building block for

future geographic authentication systems.

However, GeoPass is certainly vulnerable to offline guessing

attacks. Additionally, GeoPass may offer weak security against

online guessing attacks in some circumstances (e.g., if it is

deployed in a small city or if the adversary had a method of ef-

fectively prioritizing guesses). Thus, prudent implementations

of GeoPass should find another way to increase security.

Through our GeoPass user study, we found that many users

chose places where they participated in a special event or

had a memorable experience (e.g., where they kissed their

significant other for the first time). This lead us to hypothesize

that a natural extension may be to incorporate other event-

related information with the location password. Event-specific

information, such as the “what” and “who” of events (which

tend to be recalled along with the “where” [11]), could be

expressed in the form of a note or annotation (i.e., a word

or sequence of words). The annotation was chosen as it is an

easily associable piece of information to the location password.

It can be viewed differently than a password, since it is a

text string without limits on length or character types as a

traditional password typically is.

Therefore, we aim to enhance the security of location pass-

words by asking users to choose a note they can associate with

their chosen location; we call this combination of the location

password and its note an annotated location password. Users

are authenticated by correctly entering both a location and

an annotation. In essence, an annotated location password is

using the location component to cue a user’s memory for text

information; however, both components (location and text) are

used together for stronger authentication. GeoPassNotes is our

implementation of an annotated location password system.

The addition of the annotation is simple but purposeful; it

should increase resistance to both online and offline attacks,
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observation attacks (shoulder surfing), and attacks by third

party map providers. However, without a study and analysis,

it is not clear that GeoPassNotes would remain memorable

and actually offer stronger security; for example, users may

choose annotations that have an easily guessable relationship

to their locations, or users might have difficulty recalling their

annotations. Thus, in the present work, we study annotations to

evaluate the security and usability impact of adding this easily

associable piece of information to the location password.

We evaluate the security and usability of GeoPassNotes

through a user study with 30 participants over 8-9 days

to allow comparison to GeoPass. Our analyses suggest that

annotated location passwords are more secure than and as

memorable as regular location passwords (100% recall after

one week). Our security analyses suggest that GeoPassNotes is

resistant to online attacks (even without any system-enforced

policies) and to offline attack (with system-enforced policies).

Also, our security analysis for GeoPassNotes suggests it may

offer stronger protection than text passwords against offline at-

tacks. However, these security results should only be viewed as

indications of promise for these systems, rather than definitive

security results, as our study sample sizes are 35 and 30 for

GeoPass and GeoPassNotes respectively.

Given that we found the median login times for GeoPass and

GeoPassNotes are 25-30 and 33-36 seconds respectively, we

suggest these schemes are most appropriate for accounts with

infrequent logins (e.g., once per week). It may also be useful

for fallback authentication as discussed in Section VII-D.

Our contributions are as follows: (1) We propose two novel

user authentication schemes called GeoPass and GeoPass-

Notes. (2) We design, implement, and pilot test these systems

to refine their interfaces. (3) We measure their usability

through two separate user studies. (4) We design adversary

models and attacker strategies to allow estimation of the

security these systems offer when considering patterns in user

choice. (5) We compute the first, and to our knowledge only to

date, estimates of the effective security provided by geographic

authentication systems, using our adversary models and the

user study data collected. (6) We perform the first analysis of

user’s navigation patterns to better understand how they may

be used to improve future geographic authentication schemes.

Based on our analyses, we recommend security policies and

use cases for these geographic authentication systems. Our

results suggest that map-based authentication schemes are a

highly memorable way to authenticate, and that GeoPassNotes

might be more desirable for higher-security environments

as the annotation increases resistance to guessing attacks,

observation attacks, and attacks by third party map providers.

II. RELATED WORK

The idea of authenticating using a digital map was first

introduced by Cheswick [12]. Since then, a few digital map-

based authentication schemes have been developed and tested.

Spitzer et al.’s [13] system first asks a user to select one

box of a grid placed over a digital map. Once the user selects

a box, the map is automatically zoomed into it. The user then

repeats this process using this new view 5 or 7 times to form a

password. Users must remember every box clicked in order to

successfully login. The system’s initial view starts at a zoomed

in map of the USA. A survey was reported of 50 students

who used the system for an undisclosed period of time. No

security analysis of user choice on the system was reported,

nor usability metrics such as resets, failed logins, or login time.

PassMap [14] is a location password system that GeoPass

differs from in various ways. First, PassMap asks users to login

using two locations chosen on a digital map as opposed to one

location in GeoPass. Second, PassMap’s initial view starts at

an already zoomed in map of Taiwan whereas GeoPass’s starts

at a view of the entire world to avoid influencing the user.

Third, PassMap does not appear to enforce any particular zoom

level requirements or compute error tolerance at a specific

level; GeoPass enforces that locations be set at (minimum)

zoom level 16 and error tolerance is calculated at that level to

avoid usability problems. A user study of 27 participants was

reported for PassMap, indicating that after one week, 77%

were able to login on the first attempt (93% within 6). No

security analysis of user choice on the system was reported.

In a preliminary version of the present work, Thorpe et al.

[10] report on the GeoPass system, which asks users to zoom

in to a digital map and select a single location to be used

as their password. GeoPass enforces certain zoom levels and

error tolerances to balance security and usability. It also does

not require that users zoom in the same way every time to

get to their location, unlike Spitzer et al.’s system. Finally, to

avoid bias towards a specific map region, GeoPass starts with

a zoomed out view of the whole world.

SmartPass [15] is a location password system with a similar

design to GeoPass that was implemented for mobile phones.

In a study with 20 users, and login tests on days 1, 2, 3,

4, 7, and 31, they found that in all sessions, all users were

able to recall their location password within 3 login attempts.

Login times were however still high, with an average of 30-35

seconds depending on the day.

Al-Ameen et al. [16], [17] recently ran a 66-day long

field study [16] with GeoPass, finding a 96.1% login success

rate and that 100% of participants logged in successfully

within five attempts on average. They also conducted two

separate three week long studies [17] to test the interference

of multiple location passwords (4 per user) for both the

GeoPass scheme and GeoPass with modified instructions. The

modified instructions were to ask users to make a meaningful

association between their location password and corresponding

account. Their results indicate that in the absence of mental

associations, GeoPass suffers from interference effects of

multiple location passwords; however, by leveraging mental

associations, the login success rates were 98% after one week.

RouteMap [18] is a system that requires a user to click a

sequence of locations on a map, which displays a “route”.

This sequence of locations becomes the users password. The

multiple password memorability of RouteMap was compared

to GeoPass by asking 30 participants to create passwords for 5

accounts on each system (i.e., each user had 10 passwords to-

tal). After 3 weeks, the participants were invited to login again;

after 3 attempts, 88.7% and 94% of participants successfully
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logged into GeoPass and RouteMap respectively. Login times

and security analyses were not reported for RouteMap.

Fallback authentication using location-based security ques-

tions has recently been studied [19], where a user is asked

a security question to which a location is the answer. The

map input interface studied had some design choices inspired

by GeoPass. The method was found to have good accuracy:

95% after 4 weeks and 92% after 6 months. The information

leaked by the security questions was measured through asking

both strangers and known adversaries to guess users’ locations

given the corresponding question.

Renaud et al. [20] compare how users responded to

traditional text challenge questions and picture-based chal-

lenges for both name-based and location-based questions. The

location-based questions were often answered incorrectly in

both cases, apparently due to the fact that users were required

to enter a text city and country name, which lead to inexact

inputs by users (the example the authors give is “Glasgow,

Scotland” vs. “Glasgow, UK”). In GeoPass, users may input

text in the search bar, but if the text is incorrect, they will

receive instant feedback as the map they are shown would be

different than what they intended to search for. Also, when

users input text into the search bar, they are presented with

a drop-down list from which they select their intended search

term. While entering a location password in GeoPass is more

time consuming than typing a text name, its design aids the

usability of correctly entering accurate locations.

Authentication through a digital map can be seen as a type

of graphical password. An overview of graphical passwords

is out of the scope of this paper; see a survey [8] for a

comprehensive overview. As GeoPassNotes can also be seen

as a hybrid graphical-text scheme, we review related literature

on such hybrids below.

Marasim [21] is a graphical-text hybrid authentication

scheme. During enrollment, the user creates tags for a personal

image of their choice. Using the tags created, four random

images are found on Google. The four random tag-related

images are then mixed with 4 decoy images and the user is

asked to correctly identify the four images related to their tags.

GridWord [22] is a hybrid scheme as well. During enroll-

ment, the user selects a set of three words. The system stores

a one-to-one mapping of words to cells on a 2D grid. The user

can then enter their password by selecting the three grid cells

or selecting the three words from drop-down menus.

Inkblot authentication [23] is another hybrid scheme that is

based on cueing users with a set of inkblot images. During

enrollment, the user is asked to create a tag for each inkblot,

and then type the first and last letters of the tag. For example,

a set of 10 inkblot cues produces a 20-character password.

Video-passwords [24] are a class of user authentication

schemes that involve the user watching and remembering parts

of a given video as his/her password. Some variants involve

the user pausing the video at a certain time and inputting text.

These hybrid schemes, like GeoPassNotes, involve a graph-

ical and associated text element. To the best of our knowledge,

GeoPassNotes is the first hybrid system that uses digital maps

for text-location associations.

Fig. 1. The GeoPass system. The “X” marker represents the user’s password.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN OF GEOPASS AND GEOPASSNOTES

In the GeoPass system, a location password is a point on

a digital map that is selected by a user as his/her password.

The user sets a location password by right-clicking on their

desired location. We chose right-clicking to avoid confusion,

as double left-clicking is normally associated with zooming in

on Google Maps. To provide feedback to the user, we place

an “X” marker at the location the user selects (see Figure 1).

To login, the user must be able to place the “X” marker again

near his/her previously chosen location. Some error tolerance

is permitted, as discussed below. GeoPass makes use of the

Google Maps API in implementing its map display, zoom,

search, and marker placement features.

A. User Interface Components

The user interface components of GeoPass support faster

navigation on the digital map. The main components are the

search bar, zooming options, panning options, and zoom level

indicator (discussed below). At any time, the user can press a

“Help” button for further instructions.

Search Bar: The search bar can make navigation faster by

enabling the user to type the name of a place. There is some

ambiguity regarding many search terms (e.g., the user could

type “London”, which could exist in the United Kingdom or

Canada). To reduce this ambiguity, we decided to make use

of the Google Maps API drop-down menu which suggests the

locations in which the searched term appears. Then, the user

needs to select a specific item from this drop down menu in

order to zoom into that location.

Zooming and Panning Options: We enabled the zooming

and panning options of the Google Maps API. Zooming

options included double-clicking to zoom in, the vertical zoom

bar (with clickable + and - buttons), and a “drag-zoom” option.

Panning was enabled through (1) dragging the map, and (2)

using the pan control in the upper left-hand corner.

Zoom Level Indicator: In the Google Maps API, the zoom

level indicates how far the user has zoomed into the map,

where a higher numbered zoom level represents being zoomed

in further. The user is informed of the zoom level and whether

the minimum required zoom level is reached in the message

bar located immediately below the map (see Figure 1). This
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message bar is red until the user reaches zoom level 16, after

which it turns blue. Right-clicking to place a marker is enabled

once users reach zoom level 16. If the user attempts to set a

marker when the zoom level is less than 16, a pop-up box

appears indicating that the zoom level is not high enough.

B. Usability/Security Design Trade-offs

Here we describe some of the trade-offs between usability

and security in the design of GeoPass, the decisions for which

were made based on the results of pilot studies described in

Section IV. These design choices differ from those in other

documented map-based user authentication systems [14].

1) Zoom Level Requirements: Higher zoom levels have

more map detail, which allows for higher security as more

locations can be chosen as location passwords. On the other

hand, the further a user is required to zoom in, the more

time-consuming it is to create and login with their location

password. We determined through pilot studies that when

users zoom in further than zoom level 18, the amount of

detail available on the map often decreases, and users have

difficulty navigating the maps. Depending on the area, we

also occasionally observed this happening at zoom level 17.

Thus, we set a minimum zoom level of 16 for setting or re-

entering location passwords, but allow users to zoom in further

if desired. Zoom level 16 provides enough detail that users can

choose a location password in most places, e.g., where streets

and buildings can be seen. The zoom level indicator lets users

know when they have reached zoom level 16.

2) Initial Zoom Level: GeoPass initially displays the map

at zoom level 2 as shown in Figure 3 where most of the

world is visible. Zoom level 1 was not chosen as it often

showed repetition of the map in order to fill the screen. This

default setting has the advantage of not influencing the user’s

choice in any way towards a certain subset of possible location

passwords. The initial zoom level of 2 could have a usability

disadvantage in that the user must zoom in from zoom level 2

to at least zoom level 16. As discussed in Section VI-D, most

users appear to avoid this by using the search bar.

3) Error Tolerance: For a successful login, a user must

place the marker within a 21× 21 pixel box centered around

the location password they had set. The longitude/latitude of

the “X” marker is converted to pixels and the error tolerance

is calculated at zoom level 16. For example, if a user sets their

password at zoom level 17, then upon login sets their marker

at zoom level 16, the error tolerance is still a 21 × 21 pixel

box. The reason for basing the error tolerance on zoom level

16 is that our pilot studies revealed that users often did not

recall the exact zoom level in which they set their location

password. The 21 × 21 pixel box error tolerance setting is

chosen from studies in click-based graphical passwords [8],

[25]. It is possible to securely store this information and allow

for error tolerance using discretization methods [26].

C. GeoPassNotes User Interface

GeoPassNotes is an extension of the GeoPass system. Users

login by first selecting a location on the map as in GeoPass

and then creating an annotation. For a login to be successful,

Fig. 2. Snapshot of the GeoPassNotes interface during note entry.

both the same location (errors within 10 pixels at zoom level

16 are tolerated) and the same annotation must be re-entered.

There are a few design differences from GeoPass due to the

introduction of the annotations:

• Note pop-up. Once a user sets their ‘X’ marker, a box

pops up to allow entering their annotation (see Figure

2). Users were instructed to “choose a word or sequence

of words that they can associate with this place”, and to

avoid using the place’s name. After typing the annotation,

the user can press the “Enter” key or “Login” button to

login. Like a regular password, the typed characters ap-

pear as circles. There are no restrictions on the annotation

(e.g., it can be any length or use any character set).

• Clickable ‘X’ marker. To enable users to change the

location entered before logging in, they can close the

annotation popup and then move the ‘X’ marker by right-

clicking elsewhere on the map. If they chose to keep the

chosen location after closing the annotation pop-up, they

could re-open the annotation pop-up by left-clicking on

the ‘X’ marker.

IV. USER STUDIES

We conduct preliminary pilot studies to examine GeoPass

and GeoPassNotes for usability and other issues that could

affect security. We iterated our prototype/pilot testing of the

systems in order to eliminate obvious usability barriers in our

implementation or missing instructions. For GeoPass, this was

done with 3 colleagues and 4 casual computer users. This

helped us refine our instructions, add user interface features

such as the help menu and zoom error pop-up, and base the

error tolerance on zoom level 16. GeoPassNotes was pilot

tested with 3 experienced and 4 casual computer users.

Next we evaluated the security and usability of the systems

by conducting two multi-session user studies. These studies

involved university students who have not taken any courses in

computer security or IT. Our participants were a diverse group,

including majors in Nursing, Health Sciences, Engineering,

Education, and Criminology. GeoPass’s study had 35 subjects

and GeoPassNotes’s study had a different 30 subjects.

A. Sessions

The user studies were conducted over three sessions. In the

GeoPassNotes study, all participants completed all sessions. In

the GeoPass study, 33 and 30 participants returned to complete
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sessions 2 and 3 respectively. For both studies, the sessions

are arranged as follows:

• Session 1 (day 1, held in lab). Participants created and

confirmed their passwords in a lab environment. After a

successful confirmation, the user was distracted for 10-20

minutes with a background questionnaire. At the end of

the session, they were asked to login.

• Session 2 (day 2, held on-line). Session two could be

completed between 24-48 hours after the end of session

1. We held this session approximately one day later to

model the frequency of logging on to email/messaging

accounts [27].

• Session 3 (day 8 or 9, held in lab). Session three was

arranged seven days after session two (day 9) if possible;

for the GeoPass study, three participants could not attend

session 3 seven days later so completed this session six

days later (day 8). We held this session approximately

one week later to model the frequency of logging on to

financial accounts [27]. Participants logged in with their

password and completed a feedback questionnaire in a

lab environment.

B. Participant Instructions

Each user was shown a demo video at the start of session 1

which explains the task of location password creation. Users

were then told that they are required to choose a place that is

easy for them to remember but difficult for others to guess, at

a zoom level that provides enough detail for the location to

be secure enough. The video hints that the fastest way to do

this is to make use of the search bar at the top of the screen.

The video walked through the other interface features as the

demonstrator showed herself choosing a location password

(and annotation for GeoPassNotes). The participants were

recommended to avoid choosing a previous home or work

address; this recommendation was given for security reasons.

For GeoPassNotes, participants were instructed to “choose a

word or sequence of words that they can associate with this

place”, and to avoid using the place’s name.

C. Environment

For each session, the participants logged in using a laptop.

In most cases, they used their own personal laptop. The lab

studies (sessions 1 and 3) were conducted with one participant

at a time in an isolated room to allow the researchers to

observe the user’s interaction with the system. Session 2 was

conducted online.

D. Participants

We recruited two separate groups of participants from the

UOIT campus by email and posters: 35 for GeoPass and 30 for

GeoPassNotes. Participants were entered into a draw for $50 to

begin session one, and a guaranteed total of $10 to complete all

three sessions. Our study was approved by UOIT’s Research

Ethics Board. All were university students pursuing a degree

but did not have formal training in Computer Security to

avoid participants who are more likely to have a heightened

awareness of security. We collected information about our

participants’ background through the use of a questionnaire

in Session 1. For all of our questions, participants were given

the option to not answer.

1) GeoPass Study Demographics: Twenty-two (62.9%) of

our participants were male, thirteen (37.1%) were female.

When asked how often they use a map, 14% answered

“daily”, 28% answered “once/week”, 54% answered “less than

once/week”, and 3% did not answer. 71% felt that they could

find any location on an electronic map in an acceptable amount

of time. When asked whether they enjoy looking at maps, 71%

answered yes and 29% answered no.

The participants in our study seemed to be quite concerned

about passwords: 51% reported being very concerned, 37%

reported being a little bit concerned, 6% reported not being

concerned at all, 3% reported never considering the security

of passwords, and 3% did not report their concern.

2) GeoPassNotes Study Demographics: Nineteen (63.3%)

of our participants were male, eleven (36.7%) were female.

When asked how often they use a map, 50% answered

“daily”, 7% answered “once/week”, 40% answered “less than

once/week”, and 3% did not answer. Only 47% felt that they

could find any location on an electronic map in an acceptable

amount of time. When asked whether they enjoy looking at

maps, 60% answered positively and 7% answered negatively.

The participants generally seemed to be concerned about

passwords: 20% reported being very concerned, 27% reported

being concerned, 20% reported being a little bit concerned,

20% reported being indifferent, and 20% reported being not

concerned, and 3% did not report their concern.

V. SECURITY

The patterns found in user choice impact the security of

GeoPass and GeoPassNotes. In Sections V-A and V-B we

analyze the security of GeoPass and GeoPassNotes respec-

tively. Section V-C discusses other security threats such as

shoulder surfing and writing location passwords down. Finally,

we compare the security of GeoPass and GeoPassNotes in

Section V-E.

A. Security of Location Passwords

While we could simply analyze the theoretical security of

GeoPass by calculating the total number of 21 × 21 pixel

areas at zoom level 16 on the entire world, it would be

prudent to assume that the effective security is less (as with

text passwords [3]) since some regions/areas have higher

probability of being chosen by users. To inform our security

analysis, we begin by characterizing user choices.

1) Characterizing User Choice: To measure the actual se-

curity of location passwords, we must determine whether there

exist patterns in user choice that might allow an adversary

(unknown to the user, or someone who the user may know)

to guess the user’s secret location. We first plot the locations

that our participants selected to determine geographic patterns

(see Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3 and 4 indicate that the distribution of locations

chosen is fairly well spread-out. No two users chose the same
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Fig. 3. Heat map of the location passwords chosen for GeoPass.

Fig. 4. Heat map of the locations chosen for GeoPassNotes.

location. Even until zoom level 9, no two locations fell within

the same 21×21 error tolerance of each other (and thus would

not be considered the same location password at higher zoom

levels). At zoom level 9 there is some overlap between the

error tolerance boxes of one set of two location passwords. At

zoom level 8, two sets of two location passwords overlap. In

general, the more populated areas of the Northern Hemisphere

appear to be more popular. The most popular area was

Southern Ontario, where our participants’ university is located.

In the questionnaire, we asked participants to characterize

the locations they chose by selecting what best described it.

We allowed participants to select none, one, or some of the

responses presented in Table V-A1. The results indicate that

59/60 users from the studies followed our recommendation of

avoiding a place they lived or worked, and the most popular

category was a place the participants had visited.

To further categorize the participant’s location passwords,

we asked them whether the place had any personal memory or

attachment; 47% (14/30) of users reported yes for the GeoPass

study, and 43% (13/30) reported yes for GeoPassNotes. Further

free-form comments indicated that for most of these users,

their location password was a place they have been before,

but not a place they have been very often.

2) Security Analysis: To evaluate the security provided

by location passwords, we consider the threat model of an

adversary who wishes to guess a target user’s location pass-

word. We consider variations of this threat model based on

what information the adversary has; each variation assumes

the adversary will guess different regions based on different

information about the target user:

Question % GeoPass % GeoPassNotes
A place I have visited. 47% (14/30) 50% (15/30)
A place I want to visit. 17% (5/30) 37% (11/30)
A place that might be known by
someone close (or knows me well) 27% (8/30) 43%(13/30)
My place of birth. 3% (1/30) 3% (1/30)
A historical place. 7% (2/30) 7% (2/30)
My favourite place. 7% (2/30) 7% (2/30)
My home (or a previous home). 0% (0/30) 3% (1/30)
My workplace (or a previous
workplace). 0% (0/30) 0% (0/30)
Place with a great amount of
significance in my life. 17% (5/30) 27% (8/30)
An unusual place that only I know
the location of. 23% (7/30) 23% (7/30)
A random location I chose*. N/A 23% (7/30)
Other*. N/A 17% (5/30)

TABLE I
PARTICIPANT’S DESCRIPTION OF CHOSEN LOCATIONS. USERS COULD

SELECT MORE THAN ONE OPTION. *ONLY ASKED FOR GEOPASSNOTES

1) Unknown adversary, i.e., the adversary does not have

any information about the target user or institution de-

ploying the system.

2) Known adversary, i.e., the adversary knows information

about the target user (through social engineering, or

knows the target user).

3) Local knowledge adversary, i.e., the adversary knows

the single location of a target institution which has

deployed the system (e.g., our participant’s university).

For each threat model, we create a high and low estimate of

the security that location passwords would offer. We assume

that the adversary is aware of the 21 × 21 pixel tolerance

error at zoom level 16 and can leverage this information for

mounting an efficient guessing attack. The high estimate is

based on the adversary guessing every possible 21× 21 pixel

area at zoom level 16 within a specific region (the region

is based upon the threat model). Thus, the high estimate

is guessing all land mass for a given threat model. The

low estimate is based on the assumption that users may be

more inclined to choose landmarks or well-known places.

We estimate the number of points of interest (POI), e.g.,

restaurants, things to do, hotels, and inns using those listed

for each region according to tripadvisor [28]. The results of

these estimates are provided in Table II, and further details of

how these estimates were calculated for each threat model is

provided in the following sections.

Unknown Adversary: We estimated the success of an un-

known adversary by considering all land mass (i.e., no water

is included) in the entire world. Thus, the high estimate rep-

resents the number of guesses for the adversary to enumerate

all possible 21×21 areas (at zoom level 16) that would cover

all land regions. This is computed by calculating the average

number of 21×21 areas at zoom level 16 per square kilometer,

and then multiplying that by the number of square kilometers

of land in the entire world [29] (since it seems unlikely that

users would choose locations in the ocean). The low estimate

was obtained by summing up the number of POI (as defined

above) for all continents and multiplying by 10. We multiplied

by 10 to estimate the number of places that a location password

could be chosen for each POI, since most are parks, malls,

and other landmarks with many possible choices for placing
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All Land (High Estimate) Points of Interest (Low Estimate)
Guessing attack model # of attacker # guessed # guessed # of attacker # guessed # guessed

guesses (GeoPass) (GeoPassNotes locations) guesses (GeoPass) (GeoPassNotes locations)

Unknown adversary 236.88 35/35 (100%) 30/30 (100%) 224.07 12/35 (34%) 4/30 (13.33%)

Known adversary 229.17 23/35 (66%) 17/30 (56.67%) 219.69 6/35 (17%) 3/30 (10%)

Local knowledge adversary 222.52 8/35 (23%) 7/30 (23.33%) 216.75 4/35 (11%) 2/30 (7%)

TABLE II
SECURITY ESTIMATES BASED ON GUESSING ATTACKS UNDER DIFFERENT THREAT MODELS.

a marker. More specifically, we consider one possibility on

each corner, each wall, the center, and another on its label,

thus resulting in 10 distinct locations.

Known Adversary: For the GeoPass study participants, we

estimated the security provided against a known adversary

by asking users to list places lived and vacationed to in the

background questionnaire. If the user chose his or her location

password in a city they reportedly lived or vacationed to, for

the high estimate we report it as guessed and for the low

estimate we report it as guessed if it is additionally on a

POI. For GeoPassNotes, this was estimated based on the users’

responses to a question in the background questionnaire asking

what the significance of their chosen location was. If their

answer indicated they had been there before, we categorized

the location as vulnerable to a known adversary.

To estimate the number of attacker guesses, the average

number of places lived and vacationed to by participants were

employed. For our GeoPass study participants, the average

number of places lived was 3, and the average number of

places vacationed to was 9. The high estimate number of

attacker guesses is based on the adversary guessing all of

the possible 21 × 21 areas (at zoom level 16) within each

of the top nine vacation destinations [30], plus three regions

that are approximately the size of the Greater Toronto Area

(GTA) [31]. We chose to use the GTA as it represents the most

popular region chosen by our participants. The low estimate

for the number of attacker guesses is based on the adversary

guessing all POI in each of the top 9 vacation destinations and

all POI in the GTA (multiplied by 3).

Local Knowledge Adversary: This threat model assumes

that the adversary knows that the target system is hosted in

a certain location, so its users are likely familiar with the

surrounding area, and thus would be more likely to choose

their location passwords nearby. For example, if the adversary

were to attack a GeoPass system at UOIT, he or she may guess

locations in the area of the GTA. The high estimate is thus

all possible 21× 21 areas (at zoom level 16) within the GTA

[31], and the low estimate is all of the POI within the GTA.

3) Summary: Table II provides our all land and POI

estimates under the different threat models. We include the

results for the location component of GeoPassNotes in a

separate column, to analyze whether the location component’s

security changes with the annotation extension. The only

notable difference between locations chosen in each system

is that points of interest were less popular in GeoPassNotes

(see POI estimate, Unknown adversary). The results in Table

II show that the location passwords created in GeoPass, under

all threat models except the local knowledge adversary with

POIs, would be strong enough to withstand an online attack

[32], where the system is able to detect and stop or throttle

the attack after a fixed number of failed login attempts. The

most efficient attack was produced when the adversary has

local knowledge (guessed 11% in 216.75 guessing attempts).

This attack could however be mitigated with a proactive check

as discussed in Section VII-B.

To put GeoPass’s security in context, we compare it with

recent results from semantic guessing attacks on leaked pass-

words from Myspace and LinkedIn [2], which are also reported

in Figure 5. GeoPass location passwords have similar guessing

resistance to MySpace passwords; after approximately 216,

220, and 229 attempts, approximately 11%, 22%, and 55%,

of passwords were guessed respectively. However, LinkedIn

passwords have stronger resistance to guessing than GeoPass

location passwords; after approximately 216, 220, and 229

attempts, approximately 1%, 3%, and 21% of passwords were

guessed respectively.

B. Security of Annotated Location Passwords

The main motivation for the addition of notes to location

passwords is to increase security. GeoPassNotes has at least

the security of GeoPass since in an online attack, the attacker

needs to first guess the location and then the associated note.

In addition to user choice patterns for location passwords,

annotated location passwords might exhibit some patterns

between locations and notes, and among notes themselves,

that can be exploited for mounting an efficient attack.

Our analysis primarily focuses on resistance to guessing

attacks, a common threat model (distinct from shoulder surfing

as discussed in Section V-C). It is natural to assume that

there might be some association between the note and location

components of the annotated location passwords. Thus, we

begin our analysis by categorizing the notes collected from

our study to observe their relationship to the location in

Section V-B1. It also seems likely that there will be patterns

in the notes users choose, thus we categorize the notes to

determine common patterns in Section V-B2. As there were

many notes that were “password-like” in that they contained

special characters, numbers, etc., we ran popular password

cracking programs against the notes to estimate their security

and report their results in Section V-B3. We discuss attacker

strategy in Section V-B4 and combine the security of the

location component and the note component to get an overall

estimated security of GeoPassNotes in Section V-B5.

1) Note-Location Relationship: We first analyze the rela-

tionships between notes and locations. Through a question-

naire, we asked participants why they chose their notes. Out

of our 30 users, 24 users claimed their notes held significance

to the location. Interestingly, even though the users saw a
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relationship, it was difficult in most cases for us to see

this relationship. We manually analyzed each location and

note pair; the only relationship we could find was in 2 of

the user’s notes where they directly labelled their location.

Direct location labels cause a strong correlation between notes

and locations, which arguably provides the worst case for

GeoPassNotes security. When a user labels a location, and the

location is compromised, the note can easily be guessed by

compiling a small dictionary of location-specific terms. When

we noticed the first user of our study labelling the location,

we decided to implement the “no labelling” recommendation

for future users. In Section VII-B, we discuss how proactive

checking by the system can be used to prevent direct labels.

2) Categorization of Patterns in Notes: To gain a better

understanding of the types of notes users choose, we manually

categorize them. We noticed that a few notes appeared to

be names, and a significant number were simple words.

Surprisingly, a fairly large number looked like a text password

(containing mixed case, numbers, special characters, etc.).

Based on these observations, we categorize notes based on

whether they appear in the following lists:

• COCA (all). The Contemporary Corpus of American

English (COCA) [33] contains 497,186 words and covers

12/30 (40%) of notes.

• COCA (frequent). This dictionary should capture the most

common nouns, adjectives, and verbs in COCA [33]. As

a vocabulary of 15851 words was found to cover 97.8%

of the Brown Corpus [34], we consider this as a likely

vocabulary size. We first select the 15851 most frequent

words from COCA. Then we filter out the words that are

neither nouns, adjectives, or verbs. This produces a list

of 14674 words, covering 5/30 (17%) of notes.

• Names. Unique names of 82,386 babies born in the USA

since 1960 [35], covering 3/30 (10%) of notes.

• Low # characters. All combinations of three or fewer

lower-case characters, which covers 1/30 (3%) of notes.

In total, only 14/30 notes could be categorized (some fall in

multiple categories). Manual analysis revealed that the other

notes contained phrases, sequences of words, mangled words

(containing digits), and even one user chose a random string.

We used the categories above to guess notes, finding that this

method was not as efficient as the password crackers in Section

V-B3. Thus, we focus on the password cracking method to

guess notes in the remainder of this paper.

3) Note Security: We estimate the security that annotations

alone offer, under the assumption that an adversary cannot ex-

ploit a user’s associations between an annotation and location.

We later use these results in our analysis of the overall security

of GeoPassNotes. We first found that most of the annotations

had a password-like appearance, containing numbers, special

characters, and sometimes multiple words. They had lengths

similar to passwords (average length was 8.84 characters, and

only 5/30 were longer than 12 characters). This motivates us

to analyze the security gained by annotations by simulating a

password cracking attack against them. We used three popular

password crackers in our analysis:

• John the Ripper (JtR [36]), an open-source password

cracker. JtR was configured to use a large dictionary [37].

• Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars (PCFG) [38],

which generates a guessing order that JtR can use.

• Semantic Guesser [2], which generates guesses based on

the semantic and grammar patterns of passwords.

JtR was configured to operate in wordlist mode using default

word mangling rules. Once the wordlist had been exhausted

we configured JtR to continue in incremental mode until 3

billion guesses. We trained PCFG on the RockYou dataset

[39]. We configured PCFG to use the DIC-0294 wordlist

and the Dazzlepod list [37] to generate guesses based on

the trained grammar rules. The semantic guesser was trained

using the RockYou dataset [39] and run with and without word

mangling (which modifies capitalization on word boundaries).

The semantic guesser (with mangling) correctly guessed 63%

(19/30 notes), which outperformed PCFG and JtR; as such we

only focus on it for the remainder of this analysis.

4) Attacker Strategy: To perform a reasonable security

estimate, we must consider how an attacker would approach

guessing an annotated location password. For optimal security,

a GeoPassNotes system should hash the combination of loca-

tion and note, and not provide any feedback to the user until

both have been entered. The attacker must then correctly guess

both the location and note without any feedback to indicate

they have guessed the correct location.

A sensible approach for an attacker attempting to guess an

annotated location password would be to guess the location

component using the location dictionaries discussed in Sec-

tion V-A, ordered based on their relative size and guessing

efficiency, as follows: (1) POI–local, (2) All land–local, (3)

POI–known, (4) All land–known, (5) POI–unknown, (6) All

land–unknown. Of course, for each of the location guesses

in this ordering, the attacker must guess the note as well.

An attacker should choose a maximum number of annotation

guesses to make per location (e.g., 3 billion), meaning that for

each location guess, they would guess at most this maximum

number of notes. For each failed location guess, they would

need to guess exactly this maximum number of notes, even if

one of the note guesses were correct (as it is the combination

of location and note that form a password).

5) Security Analysis: For our security estimates of

GeoPassNotes, we assume that the attacker uses the strategy

described above. For our calculations, we assume the attacker’s

maximum number of annotation guesses is different for each

note and set to the number of guesses required by semantic

(with mangling) to guess that specific note. This essentially

assumes the attacker knows exactly how many guesses to

make for each note (but no more than necessary). By this

assumption, we underestimate the security of GeoPassNotes.

For example, if the target’s note is the 3000th guess in the

semantic attack’s ordering, but the location is the 1,000,000th

entry of the location dictionary ordering, the attacker would

need to make (106−1)×(3×109)+3000 � 3×1015 guesses.

However, our estimates assume that the attacker would need

to make 106 × 3000 � 3× 109 guesses.

The estimates in Figure 5 represent the total estimated

security for all of the annotated location passwords gathered

in our study. The number of total guesses for an annotated

location password is computed by multiplying the number of
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Fig. 5. Results of GeoPassNotes security estimate compared with the semantic
(with mangling) attack against the MySpace and LinkedIn password sets. Note
that we underestimate GeoPassNotes security as described in Section V-B5.

guesses required by semantic (with mangling) to guess the

annotation with the sum of the sizes of all location password

dictionaries exhausted and half of the size of the last dictionary

used. We consider half of the last location dictionary as the

annotated location password can be anywhere within it (as the

entries within each are not ordered). For example, to guess an

annotated location password whose location component exists

in the All land-local dictionary, the dictionary size would be

the size of the POI-local dictionary plus 50% of the size of

the All land-local dictionary, times the number of the semantic

attack’s attempts to guess the corresponding note.

We compare our estimates for GeoPassNotes with the results

of password guessing with semantic with mangling against

the MySpace and LinkedIn leaked password sets. This will

provide a baseline for the strength of text passwords in practice

as compared to our conservative estimate of the security

of GeoPassNotes. For the location passwords that would be

guessed by each of the POI dictionaries, only 3 notes were

guessed. The first POI annotated location password was not

guessed until approximately 237 guesses had been exhausted

whereas > 30% of the MySpace passwords and > 4% of

the LinkedIn passwords were correctly guessed within 220

attempts.

The weakest two annotated location passwords are estimated

to be guessed after 241 guesses (these two fell into our POI

dictionaries), which is still much better than the weakest

passwords from both MySpace and LinkedIn data sets. A

comparable number of the LinkedIn passwords are guessed

within approximately 223 guesses.

6) Trawling Attacks: The “unknown adversary” and “local

knowledge adversary” methods can generate guesses to be

used to attack all users (i.e., a trawling attack against multiple

users).1 Table II shows results for GeoPass with different

attacks, including the unknown and local knowledge adver-

saries. The most efficient of these attacks (i.e., POI-local)

shows that within 216.75 (or approx. 110, 000) guesses, 11%

of GeoPass accounts could be compromised in a trawling

attack. For GeoPassNotes, our attacker strategy in Section

V-B4 already starts with POI-local followed by All land-local,

1The attacks we discuss in Sections V-B4 and V-B5 also incorporate the
“known adversary” method, which assumes the attack is built for a particular
target user.

and the trawling attack would begin the same way. According

to Figure 5, the weakest account would only be compromised

after approx. 237 guesses in a trawling attack.

C. Discussion of Other Security Threats

In its present form, both GeoPass (with the policies dis-

cussed in VII-B) and GeoPassNotes appear to offer sufficient

security against online guessing attacks (where the system

stops or throttles the attack after a fixed number of failed login

attempts). We discuss other security threats besides guessing

attacks herein.

1) Shoulder Surfing: As with many password schemes,

shoulder surfing is a possible threat in both GeoPass and

GeoPassNotes. Recent work confirms that GeoPass is vul-

nerable to shoulder-surfing [16]. GeoPassNotes’ annotation

component offers some resistance as it should have similar vul-

nerability as a traditional text password (the typed characters

appear as circles in the annotation input field). There are some

technologies that may help reduce the risk of shoulder surfing,

e.g., the use of LCD screens with concurrent dual views,

which show different images at different viewing angles [40].

Alternatively, users could interact with the system through eye

gaze input (e.g., while using Google Glass), which should

reduce risk of shoulder surfing. Eye gaze has previously been

used for inputting graphical passwords [41]. In the absence of

such technologies, GeoPass and GeoPassNotes appear most

appropriate to use in environments where the risk of shoulder

surfing is remote. For example, consider use cases in homes,

single-user offices, or (for GeoPass) in mobile environments

where users can reposition themselves.

2) Social Engineering: The “known adversary” threat

model discussed in Section V-A2 models the threat of social

engineering as it assumes that the adversary knows or has

somehow discovered the cities the target user has lived in and

travelled to. Our results for GeoPass (in Table II) estimate that

the attack would require approximately 220 guesses (if only

POIs are guessed, which is in the favor of the adversary). This

offers protection against online attacks even when users choose

such locations. Our results for GeoPassNotes indicate that for

known adversaries, at least 240 attempts would be required

before before a successful guess is made.

3) Writing Down Location Password Information: It may

be easy to assume that users can more easily write their

(annotated) location password down than in other forms of

graphical password. For example, consider if users chose

addresses, or very small points of interest. However, our user

study found that users usually can’t describe their location by

only a search term. This is because in the GeoPass study, only

7/35 (or 20%) used search terms that could bring them to zoom

level 16 or higher; this value was similar for the GeoPassNotes

study (5/30 or 17%). Even for those users whose search terms

brought them directly to the map in which their final marker

was placed, they must choose a specific place on the map

displayed to put their marker (of which there are many). Even

if any of those users wrote their search terms down and were

found by an adversary it would provide a hint, it would not

reveal the entire location password.
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We watched for users writing password information down in

Sessions 1 and 3 of our user studies. We did not say anything

to participants about writing anything down to see whether any

would naturally do so. We did not observe any users writing

anything down in the GeoPass study; however, there was a

single user who referred to a written search term in Session

3, not because he/she forgot the location, but because of a

glitch in the system (see Section VI-A1). In the GeoPassNotes

study, we noticed two users writing down part or all of their

annotated location passwords in session 1 (but none referring

to them in session 3). In the questionnaire, 4/30 (13%) of users

said they wrote part of it down.

4) Third Party Map Providers: In our implementation,

which uses Google Maps, Google is capable of knowing the

location password portion of the system. It is also conceivable

that the traffic to Google could be analyzed by an adversary

to narrow down which map was downloaded (e.g., based on

packet size); however, Google’s Map API can be linked to

using SSL so such analyses would not be trivial if at all

possible. These issues highlight an additional advantage of

GeoPassNotes: the annotation does not require transmission

to a third party server and thus offers protection against these

issues.

D. Limitations

To analyze the security of notes, we performed a manual

analysis, category-based analysis, and password cracking anal-

ysis of the notes. The best password cracking program results

indicate that many of the notes are similar in strength to weak

passwords, but of course it is always possible that a better (yet

unknown) annotation guessing method exists. To determine

this, we would need a significant amount of data (e.g., on

the order of millions) to train an advanced guessing attack,

which is not feasible given that investigations into geographic

authentication systems have only just begun.

E. Security Comparison

Theoretically, the security of GeoPass is approximately

237, as measured through the high estimate for the unknown

adversary attack (i.e., the total number of locations that could

be chosen on the Earth’s land mass). The theoretical security

of GeoPassNotes can be computed by multiplying this value

by the total number of notes that are possible. Assuming the

maximum length for an annotation is 8 text characters, the

theoretical security of GeoPassNotes is approximately 290.

However, the number of attempts estimated to guess the

weakest 10% is approximately 217 for GeoPass and 241 for

GeoPassNotes. Simple policies (discussed in VII-B) would

prevent the most successful attack on locations and increase

the security accordingly. In the absence of such policies,

GeoPassNotes would still be considered secure against online

attack under the criteria that passwords cannot be guessed

within 220 guesses [32]. Under the criteria that systems are

considered resistant to offline attack if they require at least

247 attempts [32], our estimates indicate that more than 80%

of GeoPassNotes should be resistant to offline attack. All of

the GeoPassNotes that are estimated to be guessed before

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3
# failed login attempts 1,1,2,4 1,1 1,4,6

TABLE III
GEOPASS FAILED LOGINS FOR EACH SESSION. EACH NUMBER

REPRESENTS A SINGLE USER’S # OF FAILED LOGIN ATTEMPTS.

247 guesses were guessed through the local adversary attack,

which means a simple proactive check (to prevent locations

in the system’s or user’s city from being chosen) may make

the system resistant to offline attacks. GeoPassNotes’ security

estimates suggest it could offer stronger security against offline

attack than text passwords, where within 231 guesses over 60%

of MySpace and 25% of LinkedIn passwords were guessed.

However, these security results should only be viewed as

indications of promise for GeoPass and GeoPassNotes, rather

than definitive security results, as our study sample sizes are

35 and 30 for GeoPass and GeoPassNotes respectively. It is

possible that with a larger dataset some exploitable patterns

emerge that could not be detected with the data collected in

these studies.

For annotations in GeoPassNotes, we found patterns in user

choice that appear to be similar to relatively weak passwords.

The good news is that the annotation is not used in isolation,

but is part of the annotated location password; the location

component adds an additional layer of security. Although the

note and location are technically two elements, they are quite

different than two-factor authentication; they are elements that

the user can (and normally does) associate.

VI. USABILITY ANALYSIS

We discuss the usability results of our user studies. We

analyze the usability of GeoPass and GeoPassNotes in Section

VI-A and VI-B respectively. Limitations are discussed in

Section VI-C. User navigation strategies and their implications

are discussed in Section VI-D. Finally, we compare GeoPass’

and GeoPassNotes’ usability in Section VI-E.

A. Usability Analysis of GeoPass

We study the memorability, login times, and user percep-

tions of GeoPass.

1) Memorability: Our study demonstrated high memora-

bility for GeoPass. The memorability of the system can be

quantified by the number of password resets (2.9% or 1/35 in

session 1, 0% in session 2, and 3.3% or 1/30 in session 3).

Most recently, a 66-day long field study of GeoPass obtained

similar memorability results [16]. We further quantify the

GeoPass memorability by the low number of failed login

attempts in each session (see Table III). The user who forgot

his/her location password on day one had four failed login

attempts in Session 1. The user who forgot his/her location

password in Session 3 had six failed login attempts. The user

with four failed login attempts in Session 3 was left-clicking

on the correct location (as opposed to right-clicking) and not

realizing it due to a Google Maps information box popping

up. After 4 failures this user was reminded the marker is set

through right-clicking.

Our 3% (1/30) forgotten location passwords after one week

compares favorably to other password schemes; studies by
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Fig. 6. GeoPass creation, confirming, and logging in times.

others [42] found that 35% (7/20) of regular text passwords

and 30% (6/20) of one type of graphical passwords were

forgotten after 1 week. In the case of regular text passwords,

interference with the user’s existing text passwords may have

been an influencing factor.

The performance of GeoPass also compares favorably to

another location password scheme [14] after one week, where

23.46% of users failed to login on the first attempt (compared

to 10% with GeoPass), and 7.41% of users failed to login after

6 attempts (compared to 3% with GeoPass after 5 attempts).

At present, it is not clear why GeoPass exhibits such strong

memorability. One possible explanation could be that location

passwords are memorable due to a mnemonic association be-

tween a user’s memory of a meaningful place and their visual

memory of a specific location within it. Users’ comments

indicate that many think of a memory (e.g., first time seeing

someone) and chose a high-level place associated with it (e.g.,

a specific park). Users must then select a specific location in

that place (e.g., right corner of the playground), which may

require visual memory.

2) Login Times: Figure 6 shows the times recorded for

location password creation, confirmation, and login for each

session. Some users experienced a bit of difficulty finding a

memorable location in session 1; however, once they found

it, most were able to quickly return to that location again. In

the cases where participants spent extra time on creation, the

reason was due to (a) not being able to find their search term

in the search drop-down menu and/or (b) they dragged the

map after zooming in, a strategy that seemed to increase the

difficulty of navigating back to their chosen location.

The median times for logging in for sessions 1, 2, and

3 are 25s, 30s, and 25s respectively. These times compare

favorably to another location password system [14], which

had a median login time of 33s on day one, and 52s after

one week. Of the users whose times were long, most were

due to using substantial panning within the map to navigate

to their chosen location. The users who had difficulty were

most often attempting to navigate by panning rather than

searching or repeatedly zooming in from a point of reference.

As such, advanced techniques in usable map navigation such

as overviews or hierarchical representations [43] may be useful

future enhancements to GeoPass by offering users a clearer

picture of the currently zoomed location. The users who were

fastest at inputting their location password simply searched for

a specific location and then placed their pointer without any

further zooming or panning.

In the GeoPass study, users were not given a fixed period of

training before the creation phase. In session 1, 17% of users

had an initial set of failed confirms before their first successful

create; the time for these users’ failures was not included in

the time to create in Figure 6. We allowed GeoPassNotes users

an opportunity to practice before the create phase.

3) User Perception: In the end of Session 3, we asked users

a few questions to understand how users perceived the usability

of the system. In particular, we asked them “Would you use

this method for your accounts?”. The answers indicate that

40% of users would use GeoPass for most of their accounts,

63% would use it (or consider using it) for some of their

accounts (some users chose both). None of the users answered

that they would not use this method.

In order to better understand user’s opinions about how easy

the system was to use, we asked them “How easy was it for

you to use this system?”. Users were able to provide more than

one answer. The answers indicate that 67% of the participants

could easily use this method every day. All users reported that

they could easily use the system either weekly, daily, and/or

if it were more secure than regular passwords. No users found

it too difficult, but 10% found it too time-consuming. In the

users’ comments, many expressed interest in the system, and

positive sentiment saying e.g., that the system was “cool” or

“neat”, and some even inquired about using it in the future on

campus systems.

The perceived security of the GeoPass system was very

high; 93% of respondents reported that they believed this

method would make their accounts more secure.

4) Qualitative Observations: Through observing the users

in our study and their free-form comments provided at the

end, we gained some useful insights: some users are open

to suggested places offered by the search bar, e.g., they

begin searching for one term and then select something that

was not what they were looking for from the drop-down

menu. This suggests that users may be open to suggestions

or recommendations of places to choose during password

creation, which may increase the effective security offered by

GeoPass. We observed navigation strategies (i.e., dragging and

panning) that are more likely to result in failed navigation and

longer login times which we explain further in Section VI-D.

The interface could likely be simplified by removing some

features that were rarely used. We did not observe any par-

ticipants using the “drag-zoom” feature for fast zooming, and

we only observed one user making use of satellite view rather

than the default map view.

We observed users in the lab for writing down and/or

referring to a written hint of their location password. See

Section V-C3 for our observations.

B. Usability Analysis of GeoPassNotes

We discuss the memorability, login times, and user percep-

tions of GeoPassNotes.

1) Memorability: GeoPassNotes also exhibits very high

memorability. No users forgot/reset their annotated location
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Session 1 Session 2 Session 3
# failed login attempts 2 1,1,4,4 1,1,4,4

TABLE IV
GEOPASSNOTES FAILED LOGINS FOR EACH SESSION. EACH LIST

ELEMENT REPRESENTS A SINGLE USER’S # OF FAILED LOGIN ATTEMPTS.

password. We asked participants questions with Likert-scale

responses from 1 (strongly disagree), to 5 (strongly agree). The

majority of users (93%) reported no trouble in remembering

their annotated location password.

This response complements our analysis of failed logins,

which indicated that over the course of all three sessions,

only 4/30 users had a failed login; overall, there were very

few failed logins (see Table IV). Compared to GeoPass,

GeoPassNotes has only a slightly higher number of login

failures (22 vs. 21) and no password resets (0 vs. 2).

When asked if they could remember their annotated location

passwords for up to 3 and 6 months, most users (see Figure

7) feel they would have no trouble remembering. While

this gives us an idea of how memorable users believe their

annotated location password to be, it does not tell us whether

they actually will remember it; future work should test the

memorability of annotated location passwords over longer

periods of time.

We also asked participants if, at any point in time, they

wrote down a part of their annotated location passwords:

4/30 (13%) mentioned they wrote down some part of their

annotated location password. All four participants wrote down

information pertaining to the name of the location they chose.

Two users wrote down the annotation they chose; one exactly

and the other in his native language. Another wrote down the

countries and cities he saw on the map as he zoomed into

his location. We noticed two of these users writing down a

part of or all of their annotated location passwords during

session 1. It was unclear whether or not they referred to this

in session 2, however we did not observe anyone referring to

their written information in session 3. In the GeoPass study,

we observed users in the lab sessions to evaluate whether

location passwords were written down; we only observed one

user referred to their recoding in session 3 after experiencing

a problem setting his/her marker.

2) Login Times: As shown in Figure 8, the median login

times were 26, 33, and 36 seconds for sessions 1, 2, and 3,

respectively. GeoPass median times are lower than those of

GeoPassNotes (by 1, 3, and 11 seconds respectively). The time

to create an annotated location password in GeoPassNotes is

less than that of a location password in GeoPass; this is most

likely due to the addition of a practice phase prior to creation

in the GeoPassNotes study.

3) User Perceptions: The perceived security of the

GeoPassNotes system was very high; 83% of respondents

agreed that this method would make their accounts more

secure (13% neutral). 86% of the respondents agreed that this

method is more secure than text passwords (10% neutral).

Most users agreed that they would use this method for some

of their accounts if they knew it was more secure than

passwords (see Figure 9c). When asked if they would use this

method for most of their accounts, most remained neutral,

neither agreeing or disagreeing (see Figure 9a). However,

most (90%) users agreed they would use it for some accounts

(see Figure 9b). Despite the increased time to login, users

seemed accepting of the system, one of which mentioned

“Even though it takes longer, I would use it because it is

more secure”. Other comments included “fun” and “a cool

way to authenticate”.

We asked participants a number of questions relating to their

experience with GeoPassNotes. The majority of users (97%)

did not report any difficulty using the system. Most (90%)

indicated that they could easily use this method every week.

Furthermore, most of the users (76%) reported not having any

difficulty navigating back to the location they chose. More

users indicated they could easily use the method every week

than every day, most likely because 17% of users reported that

this method was too time-consuming.

4) Qualitative Observations: One participant answered a

phone call at the beginning of the login phase, which led to

increased login time. The network in the laboratory that we

ran our experiments in occasionally had some latency.

C. Limitations

We recruited non-IT UOIT students who had not taken

a computer security course, to avoid participants who may

have heightened awareness of security. We acknowledge that

university students are not fully representative of the users

who would use the system since they may have travelled to

more diverse places and/or have better spatial memory than the

general population. Our participants would have been aware

that we were testing security of an authentication system.

Thus, it is possible that they were more inclined to think about

security and reflect this in their choices.

It is possible that variability of screen sizes could have

contributed to some login failures. Our studies did not consider

the effect of screen sizes, so there may have been some

variation. However, our study users were students from our

university, which provides laptops to all students. Thus, the

majority of students used the same laptop model/size (this

was expected and observed in Sessions 1 and 3).

D. Navigation Strategies

Most users followed the recommendation of using the search

bar. In the GeoPass study, we observed that the search bar is

used during login by 28/35 (80%), 26/33 (79%), and 23/30

(77%) of total users in sessions 1, 2, and 3 respectively. In the

GeoPassNotes study, we observed the search bar being used

by 26/30 (87%), 26/30 (87%), and 25/30 (83%) of users in

sessions 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

All users (except for one in each study) who searched

in session 1, continued to use the search feature in subse-

quent sessions. In the GeoPass study creation phase, 16 users

searched for a point of interest, 1 user searched for a postal

code, 1 user searched for a street, 11 users searched for

a city/town, and 6 users did not use the search bar at all.

In the GeoPassNotes study, 6 users searched for a point of

interest, 3 users searched for a street, and 17 users searched

for a city/town. This suggests that users can employ different
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a) I had no trouble remembering the location I chose

b) I found this method easier to remember than regular passwords

g) I think I would never forget my GeoPassNote

f) I think I could remember my GeoPassNote after one year

e) I think I could remember my GeoPassNote after six months

d) I think I could remember my GeoPassNote after three months

c) I think I could remember my GeoPassNote after one month

Fig. 7. Likert scale questionnaire responses to the associated questions pertaining to memorability.

Fig. 8. GeoPassNotes times for creation, confirming, and logging in.

types of initial information to start navigating through maps

to choose their location passwords.

There appears to be a relationship between the number of

times the user drags (or uses the pan controls) and the time to

login. We correlated the number of events the user performed

(drag, zoom, double click, search, etc.) with the total login

times for each user and found that the correlation coefficients

for GeoPass study session 1, 2, and 3 logins were 0.8, 0.7 and

0.5. For the GeoPassNotes study, the correlation coefficients

were 0.7, 0.6 and 0.7 for session 1, 2, and 3 respectively. These

indicate that the more events a user performs, the longer their

login times.

E. Usability Comparison

Our findings indicate that the GeoPass and GeoPass-

Notes systems have similar memorability, acceptability, per-

ceived ease-of-use, and navigation strategies. Unsurprisingly,

GeoPassNotes has higher login times (the medians are 1-11

seconds longer than in GeoPass). 17% of users agree that

the GeoPassNotes system is time-consuming (vs. 10% for

GeoPass), but only 1/30 (3%) found it difficult to use. We

were concerned that the addition of the note would reduce

the GeoPass system’s excellent memorability, but this did not

appear to be the case; on the contrary, there were no password

resets in the entire study (0 vs. 2 for GeoPass) and a similar

number of failed logins (22 vs. 21 for GeoPass).

VII. DISCUSSION

We have gained some valuable insights from this research.

The same patterns in users’ location choices were observed

in both GeoPass and GeoPassNotes (e.g., the same percentage

choose unusual places only they know and places not in the

current metropolitan area). Interestingly, it appears that by

adding the annotation, users do not appear to modify their be-

haviour in selecting locations. Also, the memorability does not

appear to be impacted by adding this annotation. Our analyses

suggest that GeoPassNotes offers some resistance to offline

attack, whereas GeoPass clearly does not. GeoPassNotes users

did not appear to choose annotations with strongly observable

relationships to their locations. The annotation also improves

resistance to observation attack (such that it is as observable as

a text password) and adds protection against attacks from third

party map service providers (e.g., Google) who are capable of

knowing the location portion of the password.

In this section, we also discuss the feasibility of using

the navigation task within the authentication algorithm in

Section VII-A. We discuss our resulting security policy rec-

ommendations in Section VII-B. Section VII-C summarizes

an evaluation of GeoPass and GeoPassNotes using a web

authentication framework. Section VII-D discusses plausible

use cases for the system and additional studies that should be

performed in future work.

A. Authentication Through the Journey

We noticed that the majority of users seemed to navigate to

their chosen locations the same way every time. In the interest

of determining whether a user’s journey could be used to

enhance the strength of GeoPass and its variants, we analyzed

each user’s navigation strategies across every session to see if

this could be an added security requirement.

To evaluate this, we considered the sequence of navigation

events (e.g., click, drag, double-click, search, or scroll) as the

journey. We then tested the journey from the location password

confirmation for equality with the journeys collected in each

session. If we were to require the exact journey to be used

for logins, then 70%, 63%, and 60% of users would have

successful logins. However, it is not consistent enough to be

a usable login requirement. Next, we evaluated how many

users would successfully authenticate if the subsequent journey

was off by at most one navigation event. For example, if the

journey was (drag, double click, search), then (drag, search)

would also be accepted. This changed the results to be 98%

successful login rates across all three sessions. However, the

security impact of this requirement would be very little.
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c) I would use this method for some accounts if I knew it was more secure than a password

Fig. 9. Likert scale questionnaire responses to the associated questions pertaining to acceptability.

After all of the research we have conducted on using

locations to authenticate, it is not clear why locations are so

memorable. Is it the location itself, a special event and/or

memory that occurred, or something else? One interesting

idea is that users might be remembering parts of the journey

associated with their location. Since the majority of users use

the same journey for each login, it might be the key factor in

making GeoPass and GeoPassNotes so memorable. It would

be very interesting to research this more, and discover if the

user’s journey effects the memorability of the location they

end up choosing.

B. Security Policy Recommendations for Geographic Authen-
tication Systems

Based on our security analyses, we suggest a set of recom-

mended policies for future implementations of GeoPass and

GeoPassNotes. These recommendations are as follows:

• Avoid choosing a location that you have previously
worked or lived.

The results of our studies indicate that nearly all users fol-

lowed the recommendation not to choose a location previously

lived or worked at. This was a positive result, and it did not

seem to affect the overall usability of the system. We also

recommend the following policy:

• Avoid directly labelling a location in the note (e.g., do not
annotate Daytona Beach with “Daytona” or “beach”).

This prevented the majority of study users from directly

labelling their locations. Similar to our previous recommenda-

tion, the usability of the system did not appear to be affected,

while the security was greatly increased.

One user of our study also chose a three character note. We

did not disallow this as part of the study was to gain more

understanding of possible notes; however, since it is a risky

choice we observed, we recommend the following policy:

• Avoid choosing a note with a low number of characters
(e.g., less than 4).

We recommend that proactive checking for these policies be

employed for future versions of GeoPass and GeoPassNotes.

Disallowing short annotations is easy, but implementing proac-

tive checking of other policies might not seem as obvious.

Using Google API’s built in tools, it is possible to perform on-

the-fly checks of the location password. Reverse geolocation

requests return arrays of address components (e.g., formatted

address, short name, long name, postal code, etc.), which can

be searched for similarity to the user’s annotation.

Enforcing that a user does not choose a place lived or

worked before is more challenging. Relevant information

could be collected as part of the registration/enrollment pro-

cess such as a user’s city of birth, or using social networking

account information (e.g., Facebook or LinkedIn) with the

user’s permission. Then, it would be possible to restrict

markers placed in those locations. The local adversary attack

could be easily prevented through a coordinate lookup based

on IP geolocation results.

C. Authentication Framework Summary

We evaluated GeoPass and GeoPassNotes according to the

web authentication framework of Bonneau et al. [44] and

summarize the results herein. The framework shows that

GeoPass offers the same characteristics as passwords, with

the following exceptions. GeoPass is better on the measures of

“infrequent errors”, and “resilient to throttled guessing” (with

a policy to prevent local knowledge adversaries), but GeoPass

is worse on the measures of “efficient to use”, “accessible”,

“server compatible”, “mature”, and “no trusted third party”. It

also shows the benefits of GeoPassNotes over GeoPass with

respect to the measures of “resilient to throttled guessing” (it

doesn’t require a policy to prevent local knowledge adver-

saries), “resilient to unthrottled guessing” (with a policy to

prevent local knowledge adversaries), and “no trusted third

party”. The framework evaluation essentially shows that there

are usability tradeoffs that indicate these systems are probably

not good replacements for all of a user’s web passwords, so we

do not recommend GeoPass and GeoPassNotes to be candidate

replacements for all of a user’s web passwords, but possibly

only a handful of them that are infrequently used. We also

think another candidate use case for these systems might be

for fallback authentication. Future work towards studying these

use cases are discussed further in Section VII-D.

D. Use Cases and Future Studies

Due to the long login times, but high memorability of the

GeoPass and GeoPassNotes systems, we do not consider them

to be candidate replacements for all of a user’s passwords,

but rather possibly a handful of them that are infrequently

used. Our survey results indicate that users also seem to

be comfortable with using GeoPass and GeoPassNotes for

some accounts, especially if they know they are more secure

than text passwords. Before these systems are used for the

purpose of infrequently used accounts, it is important that

further testing be performed. Multiple password interference

could be a problem; this issue was recently studied by Al-

Ameen et al. [17] for GeoPass only. They performed a study to

determine interference effects with 4 location passwords. They

found that memorability dropped to 70%, but interestingly
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they performed a second study to evaluate interference in the

presence of a mnemonic strategy, whereby users are asked

to think of a story to associate each account to its location

password. The key finding was that if this mnemonic strategy

is used, memorability rates are quite high (> 97%). Meng

[18] also performed a study on multiple location password

interference, finding that with 5 location passwords, after 3

weeks 88.7% of users could login within 3 attempts. Such

studies should also be performed for GeoPassNotes, using the

mnemonic strategy of Al-Ameen et al. [17], in future work.

Another candidate use case for these systems might be for

fallback authentication. Hang et al. [19] leverage GeoPass

for fallback authentication by asking users a location-based

security question, which they answer by entering a location.

They found that their approach was memorable, and also

that their security questions leaked little useful information

to most adversaries. One can consider GeoPass/GeoPassNotes

as a method of fallback authentication without posing any

security question. If GeoPass itself were to be used for fallback

authentication, the user would simply enter a location, in

the absence of any questions. In this case, the user could

set up a hint to help them recall their location if needed.

Similarly, if GeoPassNotes itself were to be used, the user

would simply enter their location and annotation. In both

cases, there would not be any questions, making it distinct

from location-based security questions. A separate long-term

study would be required to compare fallback strategies using

such location-based systems to others in the literature to

determine differences in memorability and security.

Finally, field studies are required to better evaluate how

both the GeoPass and GeoPassNotes systems would be used

in practice. Al-Ameen et al. [16] recently ran a 66-day long

field study with GeoPass, finding a 96.1% login success rate

and that 100% of participants logged in successfully within

five attempts on average. In future work, field studies are

needed that specifically focus on the use case of infrequently

used accounts by testing their usability over longer intervals

between logins for both GeoPass and GeoPassNotes. These

studies should also examine the impact of the security policy

recommendations discussed in Section VII-B, in particular

those related to proactive checking.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

We propose, implement, and evaluate two systems for

geographic authentication: GeoPass and GeoPassNotes. We

evaluate the systems’ security and usability through two user

studies, finding that they both exhibit very strong memorability

(over the span of 8-9 days, there were only two resets for

GeoPass and none for GeoPassNotes). Usability was high in

terms of there being few failed logins and user perceptions of

the system. Although 67% of the GeoPass users and 80% of

the GeoPassNotes users indicated that they could easily use the

system every day, we must be cautious about recommending

their use on frequently used accounts. Given that the login

times for both systems are longer than text passwords, we

suggest they would be most appropriate in contexts where

logins occur infrequently. For example, it might be useful

for infrequently used online accounts or possibly fallback

authentication. We found that annotated location passwords

have the potential to be stronger than text passwords against

guessing attacks when proper policies are applied, thus they

may be more desirable for higher-security environments.

Our initial thoughts were that event-specific memories are

what would make annotated location passwords memorable.

However, we noticed that some participants randomly chose

places that looked interesting on the map (this was also

supported by our questionnaire responses; in each study, 23%

of users reported choosing random places). This raises the

question of whether it is not the memories about locations,

but simply locations themselves, that people remember well.

This leads us to consider, as a possibility for future work,

whether annotating a randomly generated location might yield

the same positive results.

The geographic authentication schemes we explored appear

to be highly memorable; it would be interesting to explore

other ways to harness this memorability while enhancing

security. One interesting direction is to explore the extent that

the presentation effect [45] can improve security in geographic

authentication systems. Another future direction includes ex-

ploring whether the memorability of geographic locations

might translate if used in mnemonics for text passwords.
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